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Abstract10

This paper investigates the design of the joint user pairing and power allocation scheme with transmission mode11
switching (TMS) in downlink multiple-input-single-output (MISO) systems. Firstly, the closed-form12
expressions of the boundary of achievable rate region of two candidate transmission modes, i.e., non-orthogonal13
multiple access based maximum ratio transmission (NOMA-MRT) and minimum mean square error14
beamforming (MMSE-BF), are obtained. By obtaining the outer boundary of the union of the achievable rate15
regions of the two transmission modes, an adaptive switching method is developed to achieve a larger rate16
region. Secondly, based on the idea that the solution to the problem of weighted sum rate (WSR) optimization17
must be on the boundary of the achievable rate region, the optimal solutions to the problem of WSR18
optimization for NOMA-MRT and MMSE-BF are obtained for the two-user case, respectively. Subsequently,19
by exploiting the optimal solutions aforementioned for two transmission modes and the high efficiency of TMS,20
a suboptimal User pairing and Power Allocation algorithm (JUPA) is proposed to further improve sum-rate21
performance for the multi-user case. Compared with the Exhaustive Search based user Pairing and Power22
Allocation algorithm (ES-PPA), the proposed JUPA can enjoy a much lower computational complexity and23
only suffer a slight sum-rate performance loss, whereas outperforms other traditional schemes. Finally,24
numerical results are provided to validate the analyses and the proposed algorithms.25

1. Introduction26

With the continuous emergence of new application scenarios, one of challenges faced by the future wireless27
communication systems is how to provide higher-speed downlink transmission, restricted to the scarce spectrum28
resources. The traditional downlink transmission schemes used in mobile communication systems are based on29
orthogonal multiple access (OMA) technology, e.g., frequency division multiple access (FDMA) for the first30
generation (1G), time division multiple access (TDMA) for 2G, code division multiple access (CDMA) for 3G,31
and orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) [1, 2] for 4G. These conventional multiple access32
schemes can mitigate or avoid the inter-user interference by allocating orthogonal resources33
(frequency/time/code) to different users, which result in insufficient use of spectrum resources.34
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Recently, Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has been considered as a promising multiple access scheme35
for 5th Generation (5G) wireless communication systems, owning to its higher spectrum efficiency compared36
with the conventional orthogonal multiple access schemes [3-5]. Note that Third Generation Partnership Project37
(3GPP) has considered NOMA as a study-item for 5G new radio (NR) in Release 15 and decided to leave it for38
possible use in Beyond 5G (B5G) [6]. NOMA enables multiple users to share the same time-frequency resource39
block on the same spatial layer. NOMA is achieved by the combination of superposition encoding and40
successive interference cancellation (SIC), which is a method to reach the boundary of the capacity region of41
degraded broadcast channel [7].42

In order to further enhance system performance, beamforming (BF) was combined with NOMA in multiple-43
input-single-output (MISO) downlink [8-14]. In [8], the sum rate maximization problem with BF vector being44
the optimization variable was studied and an one-dimensional iterative algorithm was proposed. However, for45
each iteration, a second-order cone program convex problem needs to be solve, which results in very high46
computational complexity. Moreover, as the signals of all users are superposed on one resource block, the47
algorithm may suffer large process delay and error propagation of SIC for the system with a large number of48
users. In [9], the sum rate optimization problem with minimum user rate constrain was investigated, and49
therefore a low complexity BF scheme and a user clustering scheme were proposed. Since the presented BF50
scheme and user clustering scheme were designed separately, some sum-rate performance loss is suffered. In51
[10], the problem for maximization of the number of users with an ergodic user rate constrain was considered. A52
power allocation scheme to satisfy ergodic user rate constrains was proposed and then a user admission53
algorithm that achieves the maximum number of users was developed to guarantee the minimum user rate54
requirements. However, as the MRT beamforming is adopted for downlink transmission, the optimization of BF55
vector is not considered. By the duality between the multiple access channel (MAC) and broadcast channel (BC),56
the duality scheme for sum rate optimization was developed in [11], which also suffers rather high57
computational complexity because of needing to solve a quadratic constrained quadratic programs convex58
problem. Furthermore, since the duality scheme is a quasi-degraded solution to the problem of sum rate59
optimization actually, it is only feasible in the case, where the channel state information (CSI) of the scheduled60
users meet the quasi-degrade property. As a result, the application of the duality scheme in practical systems61
may be heavily restricted. In [12], the robust BF design problem to optimize the worst-case achievable sum rate62
constrained by the total transmit power was studied. In [13], the optimal BF design problem which minimizes63
the total transmission power subject to a pair of target interference levels constrains, was investigated for two-64
user MISO-NOMA downlink. Based on the results obtained by [13], [14] further proved that the minimum65
transmit power of the NOMA transmission scheme was equal to that of dirty-paper coding in two-user case,66
under the condition of the broadcast channel being quasi-degraded. Furthermore, a Hybrid NOMA (H-NOMA)67
precoding algorithm with low-complexity, is proposed by combining NOMA with zero-forcing beamforming68
(ZFBF). The summary for comparison of this paper with the existing works [8-14], is shown in Table 1.69

Table 1: Comparison of this paper with the existing works [8-14]. “TU” and “MU” represent Two-User and70
Multiple-User, respectively. “BV” and “WC sum rate” represent BF Vector and Worst Case sum rate,71
respectively. “UPM” and “CM” represent User Pairing relationship Matrix and Clustering relationship Matrix,72
respectively. CP and QDC represent Control Parameter for TMS and Quasi-Degraded Channel, respectively.73
“PD” and “EP” represent Processing Delay and Error Propagation of SIC, respectively.74

Research Works [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] This paper
Scenario MU MISO MU MISO MU MISO TU MIMO MU MISO TU MISO MU MISO MUMISO

Main objectives Sum rate Sum rate Number of
users Sum rate WC sum

rate
Transmit
power

Transmit
power Sum rate

Optimization
variable BV BV+CM Power Precoding

matrix
BV+
power BV BV+CM BV+ UPM

+CP
Joint optimization – No – – No – Yes Yes
User-number in a
cluster MU MU MU TU MU TU TU TU

MAC-BC duality Not use Not use Not use Use Not use Not use Not use Use
Each BF vector Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes
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serves single user
Complexity High Medium Medium High Medium Medium Low Low
Need for iteration Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Main challenges PD and EP PD and EP PD and EP Only feasiblein QDC PD and EP Spectral
efficiency

Spectral
efficiency

Spectral
efficiency

Dynamic user clustering and user pairing are effective methods to achieve the viable benefits of NOMA in75
providing high spectral efficiency [15-17]. In [15], the impact of user pairing on the performance of the two-76
user NOMA systems, is characterized. It was shown that the performance gain of NOMA over conventional77
multiple access can be further enlarged by electing users whose channel conditions are more distinctive. In [16],78
the problem of jointly optimizing user association and power control to maximize the overall spectral efficiency,79
was investigated for NOMA-Based Full-Duplex MIOS Systems. To be spectrally-efficient, the tensor model80
was introduced to optimize uplink users’ decoding order and downlink users’ clustering. In [17], a novel hybrid81
user pairing beamforming (HUP) scheme was proposed to maximize the achievable spectral and energy82
efficiencies for Multiuser MISO-NOMA downlink systems with simultaneous wireless information and power83
transfer (SWIPT). In the proposed HUP scheme, two information users with distinct channel conditions are84
paired while energy users located nearby the BS perform energy harvesting.85

Due to the equivalence between the maximization of the weighted sum rate (WSR) and the acquisition of the86
maximum WSR point on achievable rate region of the MISO downlink, the problems of characterization of the87
achievable rate region for MISO broadcast channel [18,19] and for MISO interference channel [20-22], were88
investigated, respectively. Specifically, in [18], the set of BF vectors which achieve points on the boundary of89
achievable rate region of two-user MISO broadcast channel, are characterized by a single real valued parameter90
per user. In [19], the design of adaptive transmission mode switching to derive the larger rate region for the two-91
user MISO broadcast channel is investigated. An explicit characterization of the boundary of achievable rate92
region for multiuser MISO interference channel was obtained in [20]. A general framework for finding the93
maximum sum- rate operating points on the boundary of the achievable rate region for the two-user MISO94
interference channel, was proposed in [21]. In [22], the achievable rate region of two-user MISO interference95
channel for single user detection, was obtained.96

Although the aforementioned schemes can provide efficient solutions with several advantages, they bring few97
insights about their optimality, compared to the achievable rate regions for downlink MISO systems with98
transmission mode switching. In this paper, we compare the achievable rate regions obtained by NOMA-MRT99
and MMSE-BF. Then, we find that when the channel vectors of the two users are greatly correlated, the100
achievable rate region of NOMA-MRT include that of MMSE-BF completely. However, when the two channels101
are almost orthogonal, the opposite is true. Consequently, we focus on the design of adaptive transmission mode102
switching (TMS) between NOMA-MRT and MMSE-BF, to maximize the sum rate for multi-user MISO103
downlink, by utilizing the idea of user pairing.104

The main contributions for this paper is listed as follows:105

1) By combining MRT beamforming and NOMA, a novel transmission scheme referred to as NOMA-MRT for106
MISO downlink is proposed and the corresponding closed-form expression of the boundary of the achievable107
rate region is achieved. Moreover, building on the duality of MAC and BC, the closed-form expression for the108
boundary of the achievable rate region of MISO broadcast channel with MMSE- BF adopted at BS, is given.109
Subsequently, by obtaining the outer boundary of the union of the achievable rate regions of the two110
transmission schemes, an adaptive transmission mode switching method is developed to achieve a larger rate111
region for the two-user case.112

2) Based on the idea that the solution to the problem of WSR optimization must be on the corresponding113
boundary of the achievable rate region and the closed-form expression of the rate region boundary in any114
channel condition, the global maximum value of the transformed-WSR (the unary function) can be found by115
selecting the maximum among the function values at the end of the interval and the local maximum values of116
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WSR. Consequently, two optimal power allocation algorithms, i.e., Power Allocation algorithm for NOMA-117
MRT mode (NOMA-MRT-PA) and Power Allocation algorithm for MMSE-BF mode (MMSE-BF-PA), are118
proposed by focusing on the case with two users.119

3) Building on the NOMA-MRT-PA and MMSE-BF-PA, a novel Joint User pairing and Power Allocation120
algorithm (JUPA) is proposed for the multi-user case. Subsequently, by the combination of JUPA and the idea121
of TMS between NOMA-MRT and MMSE-BF, a practical transmission method is developed. By making use of122
the closed-form expression of the optimal solution by NOMA-MRT-PA(MMSE-BF-PA), JUPA can be123
performed with a low computational complexity, while the Exhaustive Search based user Pairing and Power124
Allocation algorithm (ES-PPA) requires extremely high complexity, compared with which JUPA only suffers a125
slight performance loss.126

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the system model and introduces127
the NOMA-based beamforming scheme. In Section 3, the closed-form expressions of the achievable rate region128
boundary of MISO broadcast channel by using NOMA-MRT and MMSE-BF is obtained. Consequently, an129
adaptive switching method is proposed in Section 4. In Section 5, two optimal power allocation algorithms for130
NOMA-MRT mode and MMSE-BF mode are presented, by which a Joint User pairing and Power Allocation131
algorithm is also developed, respectively. The numerical results are illustrated in Section 6, and finally132
conclusions are drawn in Section 7.133

Before proceeding, we introduce the following notation. Throughout the paper, we denote column vectors � and134
matrices � by bold lower-case and upper-case letters, respectively. ( ⋅ )� represents the complex conjugate135
transpose of a vector or matrix. The absolute value of a scalar is denoted by | ⋅ | and the norm of a vector is by ∥⋅136 ∥. � ∈ ��×1 means that � is an �× 1 complex vector. �㤵(�,�2) denotes a complex Gaussian random variable137
with mean � and variance �2 . ⟨�,�⟩ and ∠(�,�) denotes the inner product and the angle of two complex vectors138 � and �, respectively.139

2. Problem Description140

2.1 System Model141

We consider a downlink communication system with one M-antenna base station (BS) and 2K (assumed to be142
an even number) single-antenna users, from which K user-pairs are selected and the two users in a user-pair143
share the same spectrum. The BS serves one user-pair in each time-frequency resource block and the data144
transmission for the user-pair can adaptively switch between two transmission mode, i.e., NOMA-MRT and145
MMSE-BF, according to the channel state, as shown in Figure 1. When the channel vectors of the two users in a146
user-pair are greatly correlated, NOMA-MRT mode is usually selected to achieve larger sum rate in the system.147
However, when the two channels are almost orthogonal, MMSE-BF mode is selected normally (See section 6.1148
for details). In NOMA-MRT mode, MRT beamforming is performed at the BS and SIC is executed at the user149
with strong channel conditions in the user-pair. Specifically, for example, user � with strong channel conditions150
in User-pair 1, first decodes the signal ��,1 of user � in the user-pair 1 and subtracts this from its received151
signal ��,1 . As a result, user � can decode its own signal ��,1 without the interference caused by user � .152
However, user � in user-pair 1 simply treat ��,1 as noise and decodes its own signal ��,1. In MMSE-BF mode,153
MMSE beamforming is adopted for the user-pair at the BS. 2K users are assumed to be uniformly located within154
a cell with a radius of R, and the BS is deployed at the center of the cell. Here, we consider user pairing, i.e.,155
selecting two users to form a group, in the system model for the following reasons. In the NOMA downlink,156
users cancel the co-channel interference by performing SIC. However, with the number of users in a group157
growing, the processing complexity and delay at users dramatically increase [23]. As a result, we consider only158
grouping two users and adopting user pairing scheme to decrease processing complexity and delay in the159
NOMA downlink. The observation at user � in the user-pair � is given by160
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��,� = 퐡�,�� � + 푧�,�, � = �,�;� = 1,2,⋯퐾, (1)

where 퐡�,� � �㤵(0,��,�2 ��) is the channel vector from BS to user � in the user-pair � , 푧�,� � �㤵(0,�0)) is the161
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at user � in the user-pair �, and �0 is the corresponding noise power. For162
the channel vector 퐡�,�, the variance of the channel from BS to user � in the user-pair � is modeled as [14], [24]163

��,�2 = ��,�� �� , if ��,� � �0,�0� �� ,otherwise,
where ��,� denotes the distance between BS and user � in the user-pair �, �� denotes the path loss exponent and164
the parameter �0 avoids the singularity when ��,� is small. Furthermore, �� = ��,���,���,� + ��,���,���,� is165
the signal transmitted by the BS for the user-pair �, where ��,� and ��,� are the scalar signal and normalized BF166
vector for user � in the user-pair � , respectively. ��,� is the transmit power allocated to user � (� = �,�) in the167
user-pair �. Assume that the BS can obtain the perfect CSI.168

169

Figure 1 System model with transmission mode switching between NOMA-MRT and MMSE-BF170

For convenience, we omit the subscript � of the variables mentioned above in the following. In this paper, we171
attempt to maximize the sum rate of users by jointly optimizing the pairing relationship matrix U as well as172
power allocation vector ��,� and control parameter ��,� for TMS of each user-pair. Mathematically, the173
optimization problem can be formulated as174
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P1 : max��,�,퐔,��,��=1
2퐾

�=�+1
2퐾 ��,� �� + ���� 2�s.t. ��,� ∈ 0,1 ,1 � �,� � 2퐾, 2���,� ∈ 0,1 ,1 � �,� � 2퐾, 2c��,� = ��,�,1 � �,� � 2퐾, 2���,� = 0, 1 � �,� � 2퐾, 2t

�=1
2퐾 ��,�� = 1,1 � � � 2퐾, 2�
�=1
2퐾 ��,�� = 1,1 � � � 2퐾, 2t0 � ��,� �� + �� � �,1 � �,� � 2퐾, 2�∥ �� ∥=∥ �� ∥= 1,1 � �,� � 2퐾, (2�)

where �� is the date rate of user � in the user-pair ��,��, � = �,�. 퐔 is the user pairing relationship matrix with175
2K-dimension, in which the �-th row and �-th column element is denoted by ��,� . ��,� = [��,��] and ��,�are176
power allocation vector and control parameter for transmission mode switching of the user-pair{�,� }. As177
shown in (2b), ��,� = 1 denote that the transmission mode NOMA-MRT is select for the user pair ��,�� at BS.178
Otherwise, MMSE-BF is performed for the user pair ��,�� . (2c) ��,� = 1 represents that user � and � are179
paired together and constitute a user-pair. Otherwise, user � and � are not paired together. (2d) and (2e) imply180
that U is a symmetric matrix, and the diagonal elements are zero as a user can’t be paired with itself. (2f) and181
(2g) indicate that a user can be paired with only one user. Furthermore, (2h) represents the total power allocated182
to a user-pair ��,��, which is upper bounded to �. (2i) denotes that the BF vectors are normalized in this paper.183

It is hard to achieve the optimal solution to the problem (P1) due to binary constraints of ��,� and the184
nonconvex property of the achievable rate of user �, which is the data rate of user � with the equality holding in185
(3) or (5). Therefore, for the treatability of the problem (P1), we select the BF scheme (i.e., control parameter186
for TMS) with the larger sum rate for a user-pair, among MMSE-BF and NOMA-based BF, instead of jointly187
optimizing BF vector for all users, in the process of jointly optimizing the pairing relationship matrix 퐔, power188
allocation vector ��,� and control parameter ��,� of each user-pair.189

2.2 Achievable rate region of the existing BF Schemes190

For conventional linear BF scheme, such as ZFBF, MRT and MMSE-BF, given a fixed normalized BF vector191 �� , the achievable rate region of the MISO broadcast channel (BC) is given by the set of rate tuples (��,��)192
satisfying193 �� � log(1 + ���), (3)

where194

��� = ��|퐡����|2�0 + �� � |퐡���� � |2 , (4)

is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of user � with �� + �� � �, � = �,�. The mapping function195 �(�) is defined by196
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� � = �, � = �,�, � = �,
and � is the total transmit power for each user-pair. When the equality holds in (3), the rate tuple (��,��)197
achieves on the boundary of the achievable rate region with �� + �� = � .198

2.3 Achievable rate region of NOMA-based BF Scheme199

For two-user MISO downlink with the NOMA-based linear BF scheme adopted at the BS, SIC is implemented200
at the user with strong channel conditions. Therefore, for a fixed normalized BF vector �� , when SIC is carried201
out at user � with strong channel conditions, the achievable rate region of the MISO broadcast channel by using202
NOMA-based linear BF at the BS, can be formulated by the set of rate tuples satisfying203

�� � log 1 + ��|퐡����|2�0 ,�� � min�log(1 + ��,�� ),log(1 + ��� )�, (5)

where log(1 + ��,�� ) denotes the achievable rate for user � to detect user � 's message and ��,�� is the204
corresponding SINR, i.e.,205

��,�� = ��|퐡����|2�0 + ��|퐡����|2 .
In this paper, the angle between 퐡� and 퐡� is denoted by α, where206

cos2 � = |퐡��퐡�|2∥ 퐡�∥2 ∥ 퐡�∥2 .
Without loss of generality, we set � ∈ [0,�).207

2.4 The equivalence between maximizing WSR and enlarging achievable rate region208

For a given weight vector, the solution of optimization problem of maximizing WSR must be on the boundary209
of achievable rate region of the two-user MISO broadcast channel [19]. Thus, maximizing the WSR in MISO210
downlink systems is equivalent to enlarging the corresponding achievable rate region as much as possible.211

In this paper, from the perspective of achievable rate region, we investigate the design of the suboptimal212
algorithm for the solution to the problem (P1) based on transmission mode switching between NOMA-based BF213
and MMSE-BF.214

3. Analysis on Rate Regions of NOMA-MRT and MMSE-BF215

3.1 Achievable Rate Region of NOMA-MRT216

Geometrically, the BF vector �� of user � with MRT is aligned with the spatial direction of 퐡� to maximize the217
length of the projection of �� onto 퐡� Therefore, the maximum of the signal-to-noise ratio for user � can be218
achieved by using MRT. The normalized BF vector of user � by using MRT is given by219
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��MRT = 퐡�∥ 퐡� ∥ ,� = �,�. (6)

NOMA-MRT is the combination of NOMA and MRT, i.e., performing MRT beamforming at the transmitter220
and executing SIC at the receiver with strong channel conditions for two-receiver case.221

Lemma 1 When ∥ 퐡� ∥<∥ 퐡� ∥ , the achievable rate region boundary of NOMA- MRT for MISO broadcast222
channel can be expressed as223

Case 1) � � t224 �� = log 1 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥2
��= log 1 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥2 1 � �1 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥2 ,��,� � 0 �� ��,� < ��� � �

log 1 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥21 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥2 1 � � ,��,� � � �� 0 � ��� � ��,� (7)

where225

��,� = ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 � �) �∥ 퐡�∥2∥ 퐡�∥2 ∥ 퐡�∥2(2� � �2) , (8)

� = sin2 �, � = �/�0, ��� = � � ��� and �� � = ��/�0,� = �,�.226

Case 2) � = t227 �� = log 1 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥2 ,�� = log 1 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥21 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥2 , (9)

Proof See the Appendix.228

Lemma 2 When∥ 퐡� ∥=∥ 퐡� ∥= �, the achievable rate region boundary of NOMA-MRT for MISO broadcast229
channel can be expressed as230

�� = log(1 + ���2�0 ),
�� = log(1 + ���2�0 + ���2 ), (10)

Proof See the Appendix.231

3.2 Achievable Rate Region of MMSE-BF232

The MMSE-BF can optimally trade off fighting interference to other users and the background Gaussian noise,233
i.e., the MMSE-BF can maximize the output SINR for any value of signal to noise ratio (SNR) [25]. Such a234
beamformer looks like the Zero-Forcing beamformer when the inter-user interference is large and like the MRT235
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beamformer when the interference is small. The geometric description of normalized BF vectors for ZFBF,236
MRT and MMSE-BF is shown in Figure 2.237

238

Figure 2: The geometric description of BF vectors for ZFBF, MRT and MMSE-BF. For ZFBF scheme, ��ZFBF is239

orthogonal to 퐡�(�), � = �,�.240

By MAC-BC duality theory [25], the MMSE beamformer in BC, is exactly the MMSE receive filters in dual241
MAC. Therefore, the sets of achievable SINRs are the same in both cases with the same total transmit power242
constrain. Consequently, we have the following Lemma.243

Lemma 3 By the duality of MAC and BC, the achievable rate region boundary of BC by using MMSE-BF can244
be written in terms of that of the dual MAC with MMSE receive filter. The set of rate tuple (���,���) .on the245
achievable rate region boundary of BC satisfies246 ��� = log 1 + ��� , � = �,�, (11)

where247

��� = �� ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 + ��(�) ∥ 퐡�(�)∥2�)2�� + ��(�) ∥ 퐡�(�)∥2(1 � �) , (12)

�� = ��(�)2 ∥ 퐡�(�)∥4� + 2��(�) ∥ 퐡�(�)∥2� + 1, �� = ��/�0 and �� is the transmit power of user � in the dual MAC,248
satisfying �� + ��(�) = �.249

Proof According to the duality between MAC and BC [25], the normalized BF vectors of user � with250
MMSE-BF in MISO broadcast channel is given by251

��MMSE = (�0� + ��(�)퐡�(�)퐡�(�)� )�1퐡�∥ (�0� + ��(�)퐡�(�)퐡�(�)� )�1퐡� ∥ . (13)

By the matrix inversion Lemma [26], Eq. (13) can be written as252
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��MMSE = (� � ��(�)퐡�(�)퐡�(�)�1 + ��(�) ∥ 퐡�(�)∥2 )퐡�
∥ (� � ��(�)퐡�(�)퐡�(�)�1 + ��(�) ∥ 퐡�(�)∥2 )퐡� ∥ . (14)

The SINR ��� of user � in dual MAC with MMSE receiver filter have the following form253

��� = ��|퐡����MMSE|2�0 + ��(�)|퐡�(�)� ��MMSE|2 . (15)

According to the definition of inner product, Eq. (15) can be rewritten as254

���= ��∥ 퐡� ∥2cos2���0 + ��(�)∥ 퐡�(�) ∥2cos2(� + ��) ,α ∈ [0,�/2)��∥ 퐡� ∥2cos2���0 + ��(�)∥ 퐡�(�) ∥2cos2(� � ��) ,� ∈ �/2,�
(16)

(17)

where ��represent the angle between��MMSEand 퐡� , � + �� is the angle between ��MMSEand 퐡�(�)when α ∈ [0,�/255 2) and � � ��is that when � ∈ �/2,� , � = �,�, as illustrated in Figure 2.256

The square of the cosine value of �� can be expressed as257

cos2 �� = �⟨��MMSE,퐡�⟩�2∥ 퐡�∥2 (18)

By substituting (14) into (18), we can derive258

cos2 �� = ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 + ��(�) ∥ 퐡�(�)∥2�)2∥ ��∥2(1 + ��(�) ∥ 퐡�(�)∥2)2 , (19)

where259

�� = (� � ��(�)퐡�(�)퐡�(�)�1 + ��(�) ∥ 퐡�(�)∥2 )퐡�.
In according to the definition of inner product, �� can be written as260

�� = 퐡� � ��(�) ∥ 퐡�(�)∥21 + ��(�) ∥ 퐡�(�)∥2 ⟨퐡�,퐡�(�)⟩퐡�(�)∥ 퐡�(�)∥2= 퐡� � �� � ∥ 퐡� � ∥21 + �� � ∥ 퐡� � ∥2 Π퐡� � 퐡�
(20)
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Where Π퐡�(�)퐡� represents the orthogonal projection of 퐡� onto 퐡�(�). The norm of �� is given by261

∥ �� ∥=∥ 퐡� ∥ 1 + (1 � �)(t�2 � 2t�). (21)

where t� = ��(�) ∥ 퐡�(�)∥2/(1 + ��(�) ∥ 퐡�(�)∥2). By substituting (21) into (19), we can obtain262

cos2 �� = (1+ ��(�) ∥ 퐡�(�)∥2�)2(1 + ��(�) ∥ 퐡�(�)∥2)2(1 + (1 � �)(t�2 � 2t�)) . (22)

When � is belongs to the interval [0,�/2), the angle between ��MMSE and 퐡�(�) is � + �� and the square of the263
cosine value of � + �� can be expressed as264

cos2 (� + ��) = (1 � �)cos2 �� + �sin2 �� � 2 �(1 � �)sin ��cos ��. (23)

Then, we consider �� ∈ [0,�/2). In this case, by substituting (22) into (23), we can derive265

cos2 (� + ��) = 1 � ���(�)2 ∥ 퐡�(�)∥4� + 2��(�) ∥ 퐡�(�)∥2� + 1= 1 � ��� . (24)

When � is belongs to the interval [�/2, �), the angle between ��MMSE and 퐡�(�) is � � ��. Similarly, we have266

cos2 (� � ��) = 1 � ��� (25)

From (24) and (25), we can find that the expressions of cos2 (� + ��) with α ∈ [0,�/2) and that of cos2 (� �267 ��)with � ∈ �/2,� are the same. Therefore, Eq. (16) and (17) can be combined into one equation. We268
substitute (22) into (16) and (17), and then (24) and (25) into (16) and (17), respectively. Subsequently, by269
combining (16) and (17), we can obtain (11).270

4. Achievable rate region of the adaptive switching method271

In this section, we first derive the intersection points of achievable rate region boundaries of NOMA-MRT and272
MMSE-BF. Based on the intersection points, we proposed the adaptive switching method for the case with two273
users, which obtains the larger achievable rate region than that derived by employing NOMA-MRT or MMSE-274
BF only.275

4.1 The intersection points of NOMA-MRT’s and MMSE-BF’s rate region boundaries276

According to Lemma 1, Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we can compare the achievable rate regions obtained by277
NOMA-MRT and MMSE-BF. Then, we can find that neither MMSE-BF nor NOMA-MRT is optimal in all278
channel states. Consequently, an adaptive switching method is perferred, which can achieve a larger rate region279
than that derived by MMSE-BF or NOMA-MRT only. Combined with the concept of time-sharing [25], the280
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adaptive switching method can achieve a convex hull of the union of MMSE-BF and NOMA-MRT’s achievable281
rate region.282

Definition 1 If ��(���,�) = ���(��,�) and ��(���,�) = ���(��,�) , ���,� ∈ [0,�],��,� ∈ [0,�], we call that the rate283
region boundaries of NOMA-MRT and MMSE-BF have intersection point at ��,� , � = 1,2,⋯,�, where κ is the284
number of the intersection points.285

The intersection points of NOMA-MRT and MMSE-BF’s rate region boundaries, are given as following286

Case 1) when ∥ 퐡� ∥<∥ 퐡� ∥287

By combining (7) with (11), we obtain two equation sets288

��� ∥ 퐡�∥2 = �� ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 + �� ∥ 퐡�∥2�)2�� + �� ∥ 퐡�∥2 1 � ���� ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 � �)1 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥2 = �� ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 + �� ∥ 퐡�∥2�)2�� + �� ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 � �)
(26)

(27)

and289

��� ∥ 퐡�∥2 = �� ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 + �� ∥ 퐡�∥2�)2�� + �� ∥ 퐡�∥2 1 � ���� ∥ 퐡�∥21 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 � �) = �� ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 + �� ∥ 퐡�∥2�)2�� + �� ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 � �)
(28)

(29)

By substituting (26) and (28) into (27) and (29), respectively, the intersection points can be derived by solving290
the following two equations291 �1,���� + �1,h��h + �1,4��4 + �1,h��h + �1,2��2 + �1,1�� + �1,0 = 0 (30)

where �1,� =� �4��h��h , �1,h = �h��2��2 (h�� � h�� � ��� + h������) , �1,4 =� �2����(h�2�2��2��2 � 2��2��2�� +292 h����2�� � �������2 + ���2�� + �2���� � 2���2 � ����� + h��2 � ����� + h��2 ) , �1,h =� �( � �h�h��h��h +293 �2�h��h��2 � �2�2��h��2 + ��2�2��2��h � 2�2���h��2 � 2��h��2��2 + h��2��h�� + ��2��2��2 � h����h�� + 12����2��2 �294 �������h � ���h�� + ���2��2 � 2�2��2�� + �2����2 + ���h + ���2�� � h�����2 � ��h + 4��2�� � 4����2 + ��h ) , �1,2 =�295 �2�h��2��2 � �2�2��h���� � h�2�2��2��2 �� + h�2�2����h + �2���h���� � �2���2��2 + ��h��2�� � ��2��h�� +296 ��2����2 + ����h�� � 2����2���� � ����2�� + �������2 �� + 2������2 � 2����h � ���2���� + �2��2��2 �297 2�2������ + 4������� � ���2 � ��2��2 + ������ � ��2 �� , �1,1 = 2���������� � ��2������ + �������� �298 �������� + ��2��2���� + �2�����2 �� + 2������� � ���2���� � ����2 �� � �����2 � ���2 �� � ����������2 ,299 �1,0 = ���(��� + 1)(�� � �� + ���), �� = ���� + 1, �� = ��� + 1.300 �2,���� + �2,h��h + �2,4��4 + �2,h��h + �2,2��2 + �2,1�� + �2,0 = 0 (31)

According to Eq.(26)(Eq.(28)) with �� = � � ��, we can obtain the result301

��� = ��(1 + (� � ��) ∥ 퐡�∥2�)2�� + (� � ��) ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 � �) (32)
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where �� =∥ 퐡�∥4�(� � ��)2 + 2 ∥ 퐡�∥2�(� � ��) + 1 . If the rate region boundaries of NOMA-MRT and302
MMSE-BF have intersection point at ��,�, � = 1,2,⋯,�, then ��,� must satisfy Eq.(32)303

For Eq.(30), we consider �� ∈ 0,� , ��� ∈ [0,�] when ��,� � 0, or consider �� ∈ [0,�], ��� ∈ (��,�,�] when304 0 < ��,� < � , as shown in (7). In this case, the intersection point ��,�(� ∈ �1,2,⋯,��) must satisfy that ��,� ∈305 [0,�] and ���,� ∈ [0,�] when ��,� � 0, or ��,� ∈ [0,�] and ���,� ∈ (��,�,�] when 0 < ��,� < �, where306

���,� = ��,�(1 + (� � ��,�) ∥ 퐡�∥2�)2��,� + (� � ��,�) ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 � �) (33)

��,� =∥ 퐡�∥4�(� � ��,�)2 + 2 ∥ 퐡�∥2�(� � ��,�) + 1.307

Similarly, for Eq.(31), the intersection point ��,�(� ∈ �1,2,⋯,��) must satisfy that ��,� ∈ [0,�] , ���,� ∈ [0,�]308
when ��,� � �, or ��,� ∈ [0,�], ���,� ∈ (0,��,�] when 0 < ��,� < �.309

Since deriving the analytic solution of (30) and (31) is not a trivial thing, we use numerical method to derive the310
solutions.311

Case 2) when ∥ 퐡� ∥=∥ 퐡� ∥= �312

By combining (10) with (11), we derive the equation set313

����2 = ���2(1 + ���2�)2�� + ���2 1 � � ,����21 + ����2 = ���2(1 + ���2�)2�� + ���2(1 � �) ,
(34)

(35)

By substituting (34) into (35), the intersection points can be obtained by solving the following equation314

(��2 � ��� � 2���2 + 2� � ��2 + 1�2�4 )(�� � �)(�� + 1��2 )(�� � ���2 + 1��2 )�� = 0 (36)

By solving Eq. (36), we can derive the results315 ��,1 = 0, ��,2 = �,��,h =� 1��2 , ��,4 = ���2 + 1��2 ,
��,(h,�) = ���2 � �2�2�4 + t���2 � (4��2 � t� + 4)2��2 , (37)

where ��,� ∈ [0,�], � = 1,2,⋯,�.316

In the following, we denote by �� � (��) the power allocated to user � in the BC with MMSE-BF (NOMA-MRT)317
scheme, � = �,�. Since the transmit power �� of user � in dual MAC is not equal to the allocated power �� � for318
user � in the BC, we should obtain the allocated power �� �,� of user � to design the switching method in the BC,319
which corresponds to the intersection point ��,� = ��,�/�0 . According to the duality between MAC and BC,320
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the SINR at each point on the achievable rate region boundary of BC by performing MMSE-BF is equal to that321
on the rate region boundary of MAC with MMSE receive filter at the BS, i.e.,322 ��� = ��� (38)

We substitute (14) into (4), then substitute (4) and (12) into (38) and replace �� with �� � by abuse of notation.323
As a result, �� � can be expressed as324

�� � = ��t�(�)(t� + �t퐡�t2(1 � �))t�t�(�) + (1� �)(��t퐡�t2t�(�) + ��(�)t퐡�(�)t2t�) (39)

where t� =∥ 퐡�∥4��2� + 2 ∥ 퐡�∥2��� + 1, t�(�) = ��(�)2 ∥ 퐡�(�)∥4� + 2��(�) ∥ 퐡�(�)∥2� + 1 , � = �,�.325

4.2 Adaptive Switching Method to Achieving a Larger Rate Region326

Based on the intersection points aforementioned, we develop an adaptive switching method to achieve a larger327
rate region, i.e., Algorithm 1, described in Table 2, which outputs some parameters such as the user's transmit328
power and BF vector in any channel condition. Combining with time-sharing, the switching method can achieve329
a convex hull of the union of NOMA-MRT and MMSE-BF's achievable rate region.330

Table 2: Algorithm 1 (Adaptive Switching Method).331
Input: 퐡� ∈ ��×1 (assuming t퐡�t < t퐡�t ), � = �,�.
Output: ��,�, ��, � = �,�.
1. Step 1: Obtain the intersection point ��,�, k = 1, 2, · · · , κ.
2. if ‖퐡�t < t퐡�t
3. Calculate ��,� using (30) and (31)
4. else if 퐡� = t퐡�t
5. Obtain ��,� using (37)
6. end if
7. Step 2: Define as the mode switching point the intersection point excluding the ends of the interval[0,�], and sort the mode switching points in ascending order, i.e., ��,1 � ⋯ � ��,� � ⋯ � ��,Γ , whereΓ is the number of mode switching points. Divide rate region boundary into Γ + 1 sections by ��,�.
8. if Γ= 0
9. if (11) is larger compared to (7) or (10), in [0,�]
10. Go to Step 3
11. else
12. Go to Step 4
13. end if
14. else Divide region boundary (11) into Γ + 1 sections by ��,�, � = 1,2,⋯,Γ.
15. for each section between ��,� and ��,�+1(��,0 = 0,��,Γ+1 = �)
16. if (11) is larger compared to (7) or (10), in this section
17. Go to Step 3
18. else
19. Go to Step 4
20. end if
21. end for
22. end if
23. Step 3: Applying MMSE-BF
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24. Beamform with ��,�� described in (14), and transmit � = ������� + �������, with��,� = [�� ���,���], where ��� is calculated by (39), with �� = ���0, �� = �� �� and �� ∈(��,�,��,�+1).
25. Step 4: Performing NOMA-MRT
26. Beamform with ��,�� expressed in (6), and transmit � with ��,� = [�� ��,��], where�� = ����0, ��� ∈ (���,�,���,�+1) and ���,� is calculated by (33) (replacing subscript � with

subscript �).
5. Joint User Pairing and Power Allocation with Transmission Mode332
Switching333

In this section, for the problem of WSR maximization, we first proposed two optimal power allocation334
algorithms based on the concept of the achievable rate region, i.e., Power Allocation algorithm for NOMA-335
MRT mode (NOMA-MRT-PA) and Power Allocation algorithm for MMSE-BF mode (MMSE-BF-PA), by336
focusing on two-user case. Then, based on two proposed algorithms aforementioned, a Joint User pairing and337
Power Allocation algorithm (JUPA) is then developed for multi-user case. Finally, a practical transmission338
method is proposed by combining JUPA with Transmission Mode Switching between NOMA-MRT and339
MMSE-BF.340

5.1 Achieving maximum WSR on the rate region boundary for NOMA-MRT mode341

According to [19], the solution to the problem of WSR maximization must be on the boundary of achievable342
rate region of two-user MISO downlink systems. As a result, when NOMA-MRT mode is employed at BS, the343
Problem of WSR maximization is formulated as344 P2 : max��,� �(��,�) : = ���� + ����s.t. ��,� ∈ ��,� (40)

where ��(� = �,�) is the achievable rate of user � , defined in Lemma 1 or Lemma 2, and ��,� = ���,�|0 �345 �� � �,�� + ��(�) = �,� = �,�� is the feasible set of power allocation vector for user � and � , in which the346
power allocation vector corresponding to rate point on the rate region boundary satisfies full power allocation,347
i.e., �� + ��(�) = �.348

For the simplicity of notation, we let �(���) stand for the WSR �(��,�) in (40) with �� = ����0 and �� = � �349 ��. The motivations behind proposing NOMA-MRT-PA are as following:350

1) According to Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, the expression of the achievable rate region boundary of NOMA-MRT351
can be given in any channel conditions. Furthermore, the achievable rate �� is a differentiable or piecewise352
differentiable function of ��� in the interval [0,�].353

2) The global maximum value of �(���) in the interval [0,�] can be found by selecting the maximum among354 �(0),�(�) and those, corresponding to which the first-order derivative of �(���) is zeros in the interval (0,�).355
As we know, the local maximum values of �(���) in the interval (0,�) satisfies that the first-order derivative356
of �(���) equals to zero.357

Theorem 1 When ∥ 퐡� ∥<∥ 퐡� ∥, the solution of Problem (P2) is358

Case 1) ��,� � t359
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��,�� = [��� ,��� ]，360

where ��� = �����0,��� = � � ��� , ���� = argmax�����(0),�(�),�(���,1)� and361

���,1 = �� ∥ 퐡�∥2�� � (1+ � ∥ 퐡�∥2)(�� � ��(1 � �))�� ∥ 퐡�∥2� , (41)

���,1 ∈ [0,�].362

Case 2) ��,� � �363 ��,�� = [��� ,��� ]，364

where ��� = �����0,��� = � � ��� , ���� = argmax�����(0),�(�),�(���,2),�(���,h)� and365

���,(2,h) = � �1 � �12 � 4�2�02�2 , (42)

where �2 = �� ∥ 퐡�∥2 ∥ 퐡�∥4�(1 � �), �1 =∥ 퐡�∥2 ���h � ���4 , �0 = ���h � �� ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 +∥ 퐡�∥2�), �h =366 ∥ 퐡�∥2 ∥ 퐡�∥2� 1 � � + 1 , �4 =∥ 퐡�∥2( ∥ 퐡�∥2�(1 � �) � 2� + 1), ���,2 ∈ [0,�] and ���,h ∈ [0,�].367

Case 3) t < ��,� < �368 ��,�� = [��� ,��� ]，369

where ��� = �����0,��� = � � ��� , ���� = argmax�����(0),�(�),�(��,�),�(���,1),�(���,2),�(���,h)� , ���,1 ∈ (��,�,�] ,370 ���,2 ∈ [0,��,�] and ���,h ∈ [0,��,�].371

Proof See the Appendix.372

Theorem 2 When ∥ 퐡� ∥=∥ 퐡� ∥ , the solution of Problem (P2) is ��,�� = [�,0] if �� � �� . Otherwise, the373
solution of Problem (P2) is ��,�� = [0,�].374

Proof See the Appendix.375

For the simplicity of description of the proposed NOMA-MRT-PA, we assume ∥ 퐡� ∥�∥ 퐡� ∥. By Theorem 1376
and Theorem 2, NOMA-MRT-PA is proposed, i.e., Algorithm 2, which is described in Table 3.377

Table 3: Algorithm 2 (NOMA-MRT-PA).378
Input: ��, 퐡� ∈ ��×1(assuming t퐡�t < t퐡�t ), � = �,�.
Output: ��,�� .
1. if ‖퐡�t < t퐡�t
2. Calculate ��,� using (8)
3. if ��,� � 0
4. ��,�� = [�� �����0,�����0], where ���� = argmax�����(0),�(�),�(���,1)�, �(���,1) is calculated by (41),
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���,1 ∈ [0,�].
5. else if ��,� � �
6. ��,�� = [�� �����0,�����0] , where ���� = argmax�����(0),�(�),�(���,2),�(���,h)� , �(���,2)

and �(���,h) are calculated by (42), ���,2 ∈ [0,�],���,h ∈ [0,�].
7. else
8. ��,�� = [�� �����0,�����0] , where ���� = argmax�����(0),�(�),�(��,�),�(���,1),�(���,2),�(���,h)�, ���,1 ∈ (��,�,�], ���,2 ∈ [0,��,�] and ���,h ∈ [0,��,�]
9. end if
10. else
11. If �� � ��, ��,�� = [�,0]. Otherwise, ��,�� = [0,�].
12. end if

5.2 Achieving maximum WSR on rate region boundary for MMSE-BF mode379

When MMSE-BF mode is performed at BS, the Problem of WSR maximization can be formulated as380 Ph : max��,� �(��,�) : = ����� + �����s.t. ��,� ∈ ��,� (43)

where��,� = (��,��) is transmit power vector for user � and � in the dual MAC, ��� and �� are defined in381
Lemma 3 and ��,� = ���,�|0 � �� � �,�� + ��(�) = �,� = �,�� is the feasible set of transmit power vector for382
user � and �.383

For the simplicity of notation, we let �(��) stand for the WSR �(��,�) in (43) with �� = ���0 and �� =384 � � ��. With the similar idea to that, by which Theorem 1 are proposed, we have the following Theorem.385

Theorem 3 The solution of Problem (P3) is ��,�� = [��� ,���] in dual two-user MAC, where ��� = ��� �0 , ��� =386 � � ��� , ��� = argmax����(0),�(�),�(��,1),�(��,2),⋯,�(��,�)� and ��,� ∈ [0,�] , which is the roots of the387
nine-degree equation ��(��) = 0, which is given by (45).388

Proof According to Lemma3, the WSR �(��) can be expressed as389

� �� = ��log 1 + �� ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 + �� ∥ 퐡�∥2�)2�� + �� ∥ 퐡�∥2 1 � �
+ ��log 1 + �� ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 + �� ∥ 퐡�∥2�)2�� + �� ∥ 퐡�∥2 1 � � (44)

where �� = � � �� . In this case, �(��) is differentiable function of �� in the interval [0,�] . By letting390 ��(��) = 0, we can obtain a nine-degree equation391 ����� + �t��t + ����� + ����� + �h��h + �4��4 + �h��h + �2��2 + �1�� + �0 = 0 (45)

Since the coefficients of Eq. (45) are very complicated, we omit them here. In this case, the global maximum392
value of � �� in the interval 0,� can be found by selecting the maximum among393 � 0 ,� � ,� ��,1 ,� ��,2 ,⋯,� ��,� . Consequently, the solution of Problem (P3) is ��,�� = ��� ,��� in dual394
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two-user MAC, where ��� = ��� �0 , ��� = � � ��� , ��� = argmax����(0),�(�),�(��,1),�(��,2),⋯, �(��,�)�395
and ��,� ∈ 0,� , � = 1,2,⋯,�. If ��,� ∉ 0,� , � = 1,2,⋯,�, we let �(��,�) = 0.396

By Theorem 3, MMSE-BF-PA is proposed, i.e., Algorithm 3, which is described in Table 4.397

Table 4: Algorithm 3 (MMSE-BF-PA).398
Input: ��, 퐡� ∈ ��×1,� = �,�.
Output: ��,�� .
1. Calculate ��,� using (45), � = 1,2,⋯,�.
2. ��� = argmax����(0),�(�),�(��,1),�(��,2),⋯,�(��,�)�, where ��,� ∈ [0,�].
3. ��,�� = [���� ,� � ���� ], where ���� is calculated by (39), with ��� = ��� �0.

5.3 Joint User Pairing and Power Allocation (JUPA) Algorithm399

With the aim of maximizing the total sum rate, in the step of forming a user-pair in JUPA, we compare the two400
sum rates obtained by NOMA-MRT-PA and MMSE-BF-PA, select the transmission mode with the larger sum401
rate, and then choose the corresponding user-pair to send data. By focusing on the expression of rate region402
boundary of NOMA-MRT in (7), it is worthwhile noticing the following properties:403

1) Considering the original user pairing problem which is how to pair user � with a user from the set of other404
unpaired users to obtain the maximum sum rate, we can divide all of unpaired users besides user � into 3405
subsets, i.e., Φ1� , Φ2� and Φh� , according to ��,�� . Particularly, user �� in Φ1� , Φ2� and Φh� , satisfies ��,�� � 0,406 ��,�� � � and 0 < ��,�� < � , respectively. The original user pairing problem is equivalent to 3 problems,407
which are how to pair user � with a user to obtain the local-maximum sum rate from Φ1� , Φ2� and Φh� ,408
respectively. Therefore, the solution of the original user pairing problem is the user-pair, which corresponds409
to the maximum among the local-maximum sum rates for Φ1� , Φ2� and Φh� .410

2) Considering the problem which is how to pair user � with a user from Φ1� ( Φ2� ) to achieve local-maximum411
sum rate, user � should be paired with the user, whose channel vector can form the minimum (maximum)412
angle with that of user �, according to (7).413

3) For the problem which is how to pair user � with a user from Φh� to achieve local-maximum sum rate, we414
divide Φh� into 2 subsets, i.e., Φh,1� and Φh,2� . The user �� in Φh,1� and Φh,2� satisfies 0 < ��,�� � �/2 and �/415 2 < ��,�� < � , respectively. According to (7), the formula ��� = log(1 + �� ��∥퐡�∥2(1��)1+�� �∥퐡�∥2 ) provides dominant416
contribution to rate region boundary formed by user � and �� , when 0 < ��,�� � �/2. In this case, for the417

treatability of the problem, we use the formula ��� = log(1 + �� ��∥퐡�∥2(1��)1+�� �∥퐡�∥2 ) as the expression of ��� in the418
whole interval [0,�], instead of the piecewise formula as shown in (7). Thus, for the problem which is how419
to pair user � with a user from Φh,1� , user � should be paired with the user whose channel vector can form420
the minimum angle with that of user � . With the similar analysis, user � should be paired with the user in421 Φh,2� whose channel vector can form the maximum angle with that of user �.422

For the simplicity of description of the proposed JUPA (Algorithm 4) , described in Table 5, assume that users423
are ordered as ∥ 퐡1 ∥� ⋯ �∥ 퐡2퐾 ∥. Let Φ1� (�) (Φ2� (�))denote the index of �-th entry in Φ1� (Φ1� ). Besides,424
let Φh,1� (�) (Φh,1� (�)) denote the index of �-th entry in Φh,1� (Φh,2� ).425

In Algorithm 4, Line 13 (14,15 and 16) is the step for selecting a user to be paired with user � and deriving the426
power allocation solution for the obtained user-pair by NOMA-MRT-PA, in the set Φ1� , (Φ2� , Φh,1� and Φh,2� ).427
Line 18 is the step for similar operation by MMSE-BF-PA. The output of Algorithm 4, Ω, is termed the pairing428
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and power allocation configuration, in which 퐾 entries are included and 4 elements are contained in each entry.429
The first two elements of �-th entry in Ω denote the indexes of the two users in �-th user-pair, and the third and430
fourth element stand for power allocation vector and transmission mode adopted by the � -th user-pair,431
respectively.432

When the number of users is odd, the last remained user can be trivially served by OMA. Specifically, if the433
channel vector of the last remained user is 퐡� , then MRT BF is performed at the BS and the BF vector is given434
by (6). As a result, the maximum signal to noise ratio can be achieved.435

Table 5: Algorithm 4 (Joint User pairing and Power allocation Algorithm (JUPA)).436
Input: 퐡� ∈ ��×1 (assuming ∥ 퐡1 ∥� ⋯ �∥ 퐡2퐾 ∥ ), �� = 1,� = 1,2,⋯,2퐾.
Output: Ω and 퐔
Initial: Ω = ∅ and 퐔 = t2퐾×2퐾.
1. for � = 1:2퐾 � 1 do
2. if user � has been paired
3. Go to Line 1
4. end if
5. for � = � + 1:2퐾 do
6. if user � has been paired
7. Go to Line 5
8. end if
9. if 퐡� and 퐡� is orthogonal
10. Obtain ��,� by MMSE-BF-PA, Ω = Ω ∪ �(�,�,��,�,0)� and go to Line 1
11. end if
12. end for
13. Find �1 = argma�cos2 ∠(퐡�,퐡Φ1� (�)) and obtain the power allocation solution ��,Φ1� (�1) for

the user-pair ��,Φ1� (�1)� by NOMA-MRT-PA
14. Find �2 = argmin�cos2 ∠(퐡�,퐡Φ2� (�)) and obtain the power allocation solution ��,Φ2� (�2) for

the user-pair ��,Φ2� (�2)� by NOMA-MRT-PA
15. Find �h,1 = argmax�cos2 ∠(퐡�,퐡Φh,1� (�)) and obtain the power allocation solution ��,Φh,1� (�h,1)

for the user-pair ��,Φh,1� (�h,1)� by NOMA-MRT-PA
16. Find �h,2 = argmin�cos2 ∠(퐡�,퐡Φh,2� (�)) and obtain the power allocation solution ��,Φh,2� (�h,2)

for the user-pair ��,Φh,2� (�h,2)� by NOMA-MRT-PA
17. Obtain the power allocation vector with the maximum WSR, from the solutions obtained

by Line 13-16:�N = argmax���(��,Φ1� (�1)),�(��,Φ2� (�2)),�(��,Φh,1� (�h,1)),�(��,Φh,2� (�h,2))�.
Let ��,�N� denote the user-pair which corresponds to �N.

18. Find �M = argmin�cos ∠(h�,h�) and obtain the power allocation solution ��,�M for the user-
pair ��,�M� by MMSE-BF-PA.

19. if �(�N) � �(��,�M)
20. Ω = Ω∪ �(�,�N,�N,1)� and ��,�N = ��N,� = 1.
21. else
22. Ω = Ω ∪ �(�,�M,��,�M,0)� and ��,�M = ��M,� = 1.
23. end if
24. end for
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1) Complexity Analysis:437

The computational complexity of the proposed JUPA mainly comes from the computation of the angle between438
channels of two users and from solving the nine-degree Eq. (45), by which the optimal power allocation scheme439
is obtained for MMSE-BF mode.440

Note that the computational complexity for computing the angle between channels of two users is �(�) . In441
addition, we use upper-case letter ' � ' to indicate the computational complexity for solving the nine-degree442
Eq.(45). AS the number of computing the angle is 2퐾 � 2(� � 1) � 1 in �-th outer 'for' loop in Algorithm 4, for443
MMSE-BF mode or NOMA-MRT mode, the computational complexity for the user pairing process is444 �(( 2퐾 2 )2�) . On the other hand, the computational complexity for the power allocation process is445 �(( 2퐾 2 )�) . Consequently, the overall computational complexity of Algorithm 4 is �(( 2퐾 2 )2�) +446 �(( 2퐾 2 )�).447

For exhaustive research based scheme, i.e., Exhaustive Search based user Pairing and Power Allocation (ES-448
PPA) described in Section 6.2, the number of all possible pairing schemes is (2퐾 � 1)!! . In each pairing449
scheme, there are 퐾 user-pairs. Then, for each user-pair, the angle between channels of two users and the450
allocated power of two users for MMSE-BF mode should be calculated. Therefore, the total computational451
complexity of Exhaustive Research based scheme, is �((2퐾 � 1)!!( 2퐾 2 )�) +�((2퐾 � 1)!!( 2퐾 2 )�).452

5.4 JUPA/TMS: A Practical Transmission Method453

By combining JUPA with Transmission Mode Switching (TMS) between NOMA-MRT and MMSE-BF, a454
practical transmission scheme termed as JUPA/TMS is proposed. JUPA/TMS, i.e., Algorithm 5, is described in455
Table 6, where � is control parameter for transmission mode switching and Ω(�)� denotes the �-th element in the456 �-th entry in the set Ω. Noting that TDMA(FDMA) is adopted in Algorithm 5 (Line10), it is efficient when � is457
small. When the scenario with sufficient number of antennas at base station is considered, e.g., � � 2퐾 , the458
performance can be further improved by combining the proposed JUPA with SDMA, which is beyond the scope459
of this paper.460

Table 6: Algorithm 5（JUPA/TMS).461
Input: 퐡� ∈ ��×1, ��, � = 1,2,⋯,2퐾.
Output: �1 ,�2 ,⋯,�퐾 .
1. Perform JUPA to obtain pairing and power allocation configuration Ω
2. for � = 1:퐾 do
3. (�,�,��,�,��,�) � (Ω(�)1,Ω(�)2,Ω(�)h,Ω(�)4)
4. if ��,� = 1
5. Calculate �� and �� with (6)
6. else if ��,� = 0
7. Calculate �� and �� with (14)
8. end if
9. �� � ������ + ������
10. Transmit x� in �-th frequency/time slot
11. end for

6. Results and Discussion462

In this section, we first provide numerical results on the rate regions of different schemes (ZFBF, MRT, MMSE-463
BF and NOMA-MRT) under various channel conditions and validate the performance of the proposed Adaptive464
Switching Method by comparing with other schemes. Then, we demonstrate the optimality of NOMA-MRT-PA465
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and MMSE-BF-PA. Furthermore, we also verify the performance of the proposed JPUA by comparing with466
traditional transmission schemes in simulation.467

6.1 The Adaptive Switching Method468

In Figure 3, numerical results of performance comparison among NOMA-MRT, MMSE-BF, MRT and ZFBF,469
are derived in various channel state. When∥ 퐡� ∥= 2 and � = �/t implying that the angle between two users'470
channel vectors is smaller in space, NOMA-MRT gets better performance than MMSE-BF absolutely and the471
rate region of MMSE-BF is completely within that of NOMA-MRT as illustrated in (a). In (b), when ∥ 퐡� ∥= 2472
and � = �/4, larger �� can be obtained by implementing NOMA-MRT in high �� area, while in low �� area473
larger �� can be derived by using MMSE-BF. When ∥ 퐡� ∥= 2 and � = h�/t which implies that the angle474
between channel vectors of two users becomes larger, MMSE-BF performs better than NOMA-MRT475
completely as shown in (c). In symmetric case where ∥ 퐡� ∥=∥ 퐡� ∥= 1 and � = �/4 , the rate region of476
MMSE-BF covers that of NOMA-MRT. From (a) to (d), as MMSE-BF can optimally trade off fighting477
interference to other users and the background Gaussian noise, MMSE-BF get better performance than ZFBF478
and MRT absolutely, in any channel state.479

480

Figure 3: Rate region comparison of ZFBF, MRT, MMSE-BF and NOMA-MRT in various channel state. �/481 �0 = hdB, ∥ 퐡� ∥= 1. (a) ∥ 퐡� ∥= 2,� = �/t. (b) ∥ 퐡� ∥= 2,� = �/4. (c) ∥ 퐡� ∥= 2,� = h�/t. (d) ∥ 퐡� ∥=482 1,� = �/4. Rate region boundaries of the four schemes is without time-sharing.483

As demonstrated in Figure 4, the adaptive switching method can obtain a larger rate region than the other484
schemes, which can be illustrated as the convex hull the union of NOMA-MRT and MMSE-BF's rate regions by485
combining with time-sharing.486
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487

Figure 4: Rate region of the Adaptive Switching Method with time-sharing. �/�0 = 10dB, ∥ 퐡� ∥= 1, ∥ 퐡� ∥488 = 2,� = �/4. Also plotted for comparison are rate regions of ZFBF, MRT, MMSE-BF and NOMA-MRT,489
without time-sharing.490

6.2 Joint User Pairing and Power Allocation with Transmission Mode Switching491

In Figure 5, with different weight vectors, the rate points on rate region boundary and the corresponding492
maximum-WSR points are obtained by NOMA-MRT-PA, MMSE-BF-PA and exhaustive search, respectively.493
When weight vector � is (0.h,0.h) , (0.hh,0.��) or (0.2h,0.�h) , rate points obtained by NOMA-MRT-PA or494
MMSE-BF-PA, are superposed together with that derived by exhaustive research, which means that NOMA-495
MRT-PA and MMSE-BF can derive optimal rate point for different weight vector as shown in (a). The rate496
points obtained by NOMA-MRT-PA for the case � = (0.hh,0.��) and � = (0.2h,0.�h) are superposed together,497
since the rate points to achieve the maximum-WSR for � = (0.hh,0.��) and � = (0.2h,0.�h) both occurs at the498
inflection point of the achievable rate region boundary of NOMA-MRT. In (b), with � = (0.h,0.h) , the WRSs499
obtained by NOMA-MRT (red curve) and MMSE-BF (blue curve) are given respectively, when the allocated500
power of user � varies, with � being nomalized to 1. The maximum-WSR points corresponding to the rate501
point with � = (0.h,0.h) in (a) can be obtained by NOMA-MRT-PA and MMSE-BF-PA, respectively, each of502
which is also superposed with that derived by exhaustive research. (c) and (d) are the cases for � = (0.hh,0.��)503
and � = (0.2h,0.�h), respectively.504
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505

Figure 5: Rate points and the corresponding maximum-WSR points obtained by NOMA-MRT-PA, MMSE-BF-506
PA and exhaustive research. �/�0 = 10dB, ∥ 퐡� ∥= 2, ∥ 퐡� ∥= 1,� = �/4. (a) rate points under different507
weight vectors. (b), (c) and (d) is for maximum-WSR point with � = (0.h,0.h), � = (0.hh,0.��) and � =508 (0.2h,0.�h), respectively.509

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed JUPA scheme, other schemes which combine the existed user510
pairing algorithms (Exhaustive Search, Greedy Algorithm, CORrelation-based-pairing[27], [28] and RANdom511
pairing Algorithm) with NOMA-MRT-PA and MMSE-BF-PA, are also considered for comparison in512
simulation, including Exhaustive Search based user Pairing and Power Allocation algorithm (ES-PPA), Greedy513
Algorithm based user Pairing and Power Allocation algorithm (GA-PPA), CORrelation-based-pairing based514
user Pairing and Power Allocation algorithm (COR-PPA) and RANdom pairing based user Pairing and Power515
Allocation algorithm (RAN-PPA). In the following, we assume noise power�0 =� 10dB, the cell radius � =516 h0m, the path loss exponent �� = h and TDMA technology is adopted. The bandwidth is normalized to one.517
Assume that the weights of all users are set to one. The key idea of GA-PPA is to pair the two users with the518
maximum sum rate obtained by NOMA-MRT-PA or MMSE-BF-PA. Mathematically, for a fixed user �, we pair519
it with user ��, if520 �� = argmax�max ��,�NOMA�MRT,��,�MMSE�BF�,� � �
where��,�NOMA�MRT and ��,�MMSE�BF stand for the sum rate of user � and � , obtained by NOMA-MRT-PA and521
MMSE-BF-PA, respectively. With the similar architecture to the outer 'for' loop in the Algorithm 4, the522
numbers of computing the angle between channels of two users used by NOMA-MRT-PA and the number of523
solving the Eq.(45) used by MMSE-BF-PA are both 2퐾 � 2(� � 1) � 1 in � -th outer 'for' loop for GA-PPA.524
Therefore, its computational complexity is �(( 2퐾 2 )2�) + �((2퐾 2 )2�) in total. In RAN-PPA and COR-525
PPA, we first obtain user pairing solution by RANdom pairing algorithm and CORrelation-based-pairing526
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algorithm, respectively, and then derive the sum rate for each user-pair by selecting the larger one among the527
sum rates achieved by NOMA-MRT-PA and MMSE-BF-PA.528

The key idea of CORrelation-based-pairing algorithm is only to pair two users with the maximum channel529
correlation. Specifically, for a fixed user �, we pair it with user �� satisfying530

�� = argmax� |퐡��퐡�|2∥ 퐡�∥2 ∥ 퐡�∥2 , � � �.
Since the ideas of forming a user-pair in COR-PPA and the proposed JUPA are both based on the angle531
between channels of the two users, COR-PPA and JUPA have the same computational complexity (considering532
the complexity of computing the angle between two users’ channels and solving the Eq.(45), i.e.,533 �( 2퐾 2 )2� +� 2퐾 2 � . In ES-PPA, we first obtain (2퐾 � 1)!! possible pairing schemes by exhaustive534
research and then select the pairing scheme with maximum total sum rate, which is the sum of sum rates of 퐾535
user-pairs.536

For summary, JUPA and COR-PPA have roughly the same computational complexity. However, GA-PPA and537
ES-PPA require much higher computational complexity than JUPA, especially for ES-PPA. Due to the random538
paring method adopted in RAN-PPA, its computational complexity is the lowest, which only results from539
computing the angle between two users’ channels used by NOMA-MRT-PA and from solving the Eq.(45)540
utilized by MMSE-BF-PA, for each user-pair. The computational complexity of these schemes above are541
summarized as in Table 7.542

Table 7: Computation complexity summary for various schemes.543
User Pairing and Power Allocation schemes Computation complexity

GA-PPA �((2퐾 2 )2�) + �(( 2퐾 2 )2�)
COR-PPA �(( 2퐾 2 )2�) + �( (2퐾 2) �)
RAN-PPA �(( 2퐾 2 )�) + �(( 2퐾 2 )�)
ES-PPA �((2ʹ � 1)!!( 2퐾 2 )�) + �((2퐾 � 1)!!( 2퐾 2 )�)
JUPA �(( 2퐾 2 )2�) + �(( 2퐾 2 )�)

In Figure 6 and Figure 7, the sum rates of different schemes, including ES-PPA, RAN-PPA, GA-PPA, COR-544
PPA and the proposed JUPA, are compared, when the transmit power � and the number of antennas at the BS545
varies, respectively. In Figure 6, the sum rates of all schemes grow with the transmit power � increasing.546
Compared with ES-PPA using exhaustive search to obtain the user pairing solution, the proposed JUPA only547
suffers very slight performance loss. However, the computational complexity of JUPA is only548 �((2퐾 2 )2�) + �(( 2퐾 2 )�) , while ES-PPA is � 2퐾 � 1 !! 2퐾 2 � + � 2퐾 � 1 !! 2퐾 2 � . In549
comparison with other schemes, the JUPA derives better performance and the performance gain boosts with �/550 �0 increasing. Further, JUPA outperforms GA-PPA, since GA does not consider the performance loss caused551
by the users with poor channels. COR-PPA performs worse than RAN-PPA, since correlation-based user552
pairing algorithm breaks the channels orthogonality, i.e., the users with orthogonal channel are never paired553
together.554
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555

Figure 6: Sum rate versus � for different transmission schemes. � = 2, 2퐾 = t.556

As demonstrated in Figure 7, it is can be observed that the proposed JUPA results in a slight performance loss557
compared with ES-PPA. However, the JUPA outperforms other schemes and the performance gain over other558
schemes decreases as the number of antennas at the BS increases.559

560

Figure 7: Sum rate versus the number of the antennas for several transmission schemes. �=40dBm, 2퐾 = t.561
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Conclusion562

In this paper, the design of adaptive TMS between NOMA-MRT and MMSE-BF to maximize the sum rate for563
downlink MISO systems, was investigated. Firstly, the closed-form expressions of the boundary of achievable564
rate region for NOMA-MRT and MMSE-BF, were obtained. It has been shown that when the channel vectors of565
the two users are greatly correlated, the achievable rate region of NOMA-MRT include that of MMSE-BF566
completely. However, when the two channels are almost orthogonal, the opposite conclusion can be drawn. As a567
result, an adaptive switching method is developed to achieve a larger rate region for the two-user case.568
Subsequently, the optimal power allocation algorithms to maximize weighted sum rate for both NOMA-MRT569
mode and MMSE-BF mode were presented. Finally, the low-complexity JUPA is consequently developed to570
further improve sum-rate performance for the multi-user case. Compared with the exhaustive research based571
scheme with the computational complexity of �((2ʹ � 1)!!( 2퐾 2 )�) + �((2퐾 � 1)!!( 2퐾 2 )�) , the572
proposed JUPA can obtain a much lower complexity of �(( 2퐾 2 )2�) + �(( 2퐾 2 )�) and only suffers a573
slight sum-rate performance loss, whereas outperforms other conventional schemes.574

Appendix575

Proof of Lemma 1576

Case 1) � � t577

When the equality holds for (5), the achievable rate region boundary of NOMA-base BF for MISO broadcast578
channel can be achieved. As a result, the achievable rate region boundary of NOMA-MRT can be given by579 �� = log(1 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥2),�� = min log 1 + ��,�� ,log 1 + ��� , (46)

(47)

where580

��,�� = ��� ∥ 퐡�∥2 1 � �1 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥2 ,
��� = ��� ∥ 퐡�∥21 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥2 1 � � , (48)

and ��� = � � ���.581

Define582 �(���) = ��,�� � ��� . (49)

We let �(���) = 0. Subsequently, we can derive a quadratic equation with respect to ���583 �1���2 +�2��� +�h = 0 (50)

where �1 =∥ 퐡�∥2 ∥ 퐡�∥2 2� � �2 , �2 =� ( ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 � �) �∥ 퐡�∥2) � � ∥ 퐡�∥2 ∥ 퐡�∥2(2� � �2)，�h =584 �( ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 � �) �∥ 퐡�∥2).585

As � � 0, we solve Eq. (50) with quadratic formula. The discriminant of the Eq. (50) can be expressed as586
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� = �22 � 4�1�h= (� ∥ 퐡�∥2 ∥ 퐡�∥2(2� � �2) � ( ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 � �) �∥ 퐡�∥2))2.
As�� 0, the Eq. (50) has two roots both of which are real numbers and the roots are given by587 ���,1� = �,���,2(�) = ��,�, , (51)

where ��,� = ∥퐡�∥2(1��)�∥퐡�∥2∥퐡�∥2∥퐡�∥2(2���2). When �= 0, ���,1(�) = ���,2(�).588

Assuming �1 � 0, we have the following cases.589

Case a) When � � ��,� , i.e. ���,1(�) � ���,2(�) , the function �(���) � 0 with ��� ∈ [0,�] , which means that log(1 +590 ��,�� ) � log(1 + ��� ) with ��� ∈ [0,�] . In this case, �� = log(1 + ��� ) according to (47). When ��� = � , the591
equality in �(���) � 0 holds.592

Case b) When ��,� � 0, i.e. ���,2(�) � 0, the function �(���) � 0 with ��� ∈ [0,�], which means that log(1 +593 ��,�� ) � log(1 + ��� ) with ��� ∈ [0,�]. In this case, �� = log(1 + ��,�� ) according to (47). When ��,� = 0 , and594 ��� = 0 or ��� = �, the equality in �(���) � 0 holds.595

Case c) When 0 < ����,2(�) = ��,� < � , the function �(���) � 0 with ���� ∈ [0,��,�] and �(���) � 0 with ��� ∈596 (��,�,�], which means that log(1 + ��,�� ) � log(1 + ��� ) with ��� ∈ [0,��,�] and log(1 + ��,�� ) � log(1 + ��� )597
with ��� ∈ (��,�,�].598

By combining Case a), Case b) and Case c), we can derive (7).599

Case 2) � = t600

As � = 0, we can obtain the result601

��,�� = ��� ∥ 퐡�∥21 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥2 ,��� = ��� ∥ 퐡�∥21 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥2 .
In this case, due to ∥ 퐡� ∥<∥ 퐡� ∥, �(���) � 0. As a result, we can derive (9).602

Proof of Lemma 2603

The upper bound ��upper = log(1 + ��2/�0) of achievable rate of user � , can be derived by allocating all the604
power � to user � with the other user's rate being zero. Then, we obtain two extreme rate tuple (��upper,0) , (0,605 ��upper) . As a result, when ∥ 퐡� ∥=∥ 퐡� ∥= �, by time-sharing between the two extreme rate tuple, the606
achievable rate region boundary of MISO broadcast channel can be expressed as [22]607
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��TS = �log 1 + ��2�0 ,
��TS = 1 � �)log(1 + ��2�0 ), (52)

where �∈ [0,1] represents the fraction of the time allocated to user �. We consider the case in which SIC is608
executed at user �. According to (46) and (47), when∥ 퐡� ∥=∥ 퐡� ∥= �, the achievable rate region boundary609
can be characterized as610

�� = log(1 + ���2�0 ),
�� = log(1 + ���2cos2 ��0 + ���2 ). (53)

∀�∈ (0,∞), �∈ [0,�), �∈ [0,1], �� ∈ [0,�] and �� ∈ [0,�], we let611 ��TS = ��. (54)

We define612 �(��) = ��TS � ��. (55)

By substituting (54) into (55), we can get the result613

�(��) = log ( �0 + ��2�0 + ��2 � �2��(1 � cos2 �) ) � 0 (56)

From (56), when cos2 � = 1, (53) is equivalent to (52). Consequently, we obtain (10). When SIC is executed at614
user �, the same result can be achieved.615

Proof of Theorem 1616

Case 1) ��,� � t617

According to Lemma 1, when ��,� � 0, the WSR �(���) can be expressed as618

� ��� = ��log 1 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥2 + ��log 1 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥2 1 � �1 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥2 , (57)

where ��� = � � ��� . In this case, �(���) is differentiable function of ��� in the interval [0,�] . By letting619 ��(���) = 0 , we can obtain a linear equation620 �1��� + �0 = 0
where �1 = �� ∥ 퐡�∥2�, �0 = (1 + � ∥ 퐡�∥2)(�� � ��(1 � �)) � �� ∥ 퐡�∥2��. As a result, we can obtain (41).621
In this case, the global maximum value of �(���) in the interval [0,�] can be found by selecting the622
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maximum among �(0), �(�) and �(���,1). Therefore, the solution of Problem (P2) is ��,�� = [��� ,���], where623 ��� = �����0, ��� = � � ��� , ���� = argmax�����(0),�(�),�(���,1)� .624

Case 2) ��,� � �625

According to Lemma 1, when ��,� � �, the WSR �(���) can be expressed as626

�(���) = ��log(1 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥2) + ��log(1 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥21 + ��� ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 � �) ), (58)

where ��� = � � ���. By letting ��(���) = 0, we can obtain a quadratic equation627 �2���2 + �1��� + �0 = 0 (59)

where �2 = �� ∥ 퐡�∥2 ∥ 퐡�∥4�(1 � �), �1 =∥ 퐡�∥2(���h � ���4), �0 = ���h � �� ∥ 퐡�∥2(1 +∥ 퐡�∥2 �), �h =628 ∥ 퐡�∥2( ∥ 퐡�∥2�(1 � �) + 1) and �4 =∥ 퐡�∥2( ∥ 퐡�∥2�(1 � �) � 2� + 1). By using the quadratic formula to629
solve Eq. (59), we can obtain (42). Consequently, the solution of Problem (P2) is ��,�� = [��� ,��� ], where ��� =630 �����0, ��� = � � ��� , ���� = argmax�����(0),�(�),�(���,2),�(���,h)�.631

Case 3) t < ��,� < �632

When 0 � ��� � ��,� , �(���) can be expressed as (58) according to Lemma 1. Therefore, the power allocation633
vector for the global maximum value of �(���) in the interval [0,��,�] is the one corresponding to the634
maximum among �(0), �(��,�), �(���,2) and �(���,h), where ���,2 ∈ [0,��,�],���,h ∈ [0,��,�].635

When ��,� < ��� � � , �(���) can be expressed as (57). Therefore, the power allocation vector for the global636
maximum value of �(���) in the interval (��,�,�] is the one corresponding to the maximum among �(��,�),637 �(�) and �(���,1), where ���,1 ∈ (��,�,�].638

We combine the two cases above, in which 0 � ��� � ��,� and ��,� < ��� � � . Consequently, in the whole639
interval [0,�] , the solution of Problem (P2) is ��,�� = [��� ,��� ] , where ��� = �����0 , ��� = � � ��� , ���� =640 argmax����� 0 ,� � ,� ��,� ,� ���,1 , � ���,2 , � ���,h �, ���,1 ∈ (��,�,�], ���,2 ∈ [0,��,�] and ���,h ∈ [0,��,�].641

Proof of Theorem 2642

If �� � �� , the WSR ���� + ���� � ��(�� + ��) . According to Lemma 2, �� + �� = log(1 + ��2) .643
Consequently, if �� � �� , ���� + ���� � ��log(1 + ��2) , i.e., �(0) = ��log(1 + ��2) is the global644
maximum value of �(���) in the interval [0,�] , implying that the solution of Problem (P2) is ��,�� = [�,0] . If645 �� < ��, the proof is similar to that of the above case, in which �� � ��.646
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Figures

Figure 1

System model with transmission mode switching between NOMA-MRT and MMSE-BF

Figure 2

The geometric description of BF vectors for ZFBF, MRT and MMSE-BF.



Figure 3

Rate region comparison of ZFBF, MRT, MMSE-BF and NOMA-MRT in various channel state.



Figure 4

Rate region of the Adaptive Switching Method with time-sharing

Figure 5

Rate points and the corresponding maximum-WSR points obtained by NOMA-MRT-PA, MMSE-BF-PA and
exhaustive research



Figure 6

Sum rate versusP for different transmission 556 schemes.



Figure 7

Sum rate versus the number of the antennas for several transmission schemes.


